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Abstract

The article presents a comparative study which reveals common features of Czechia, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia in tourism history and general potential. There is a lack of studies specialized in the Visegrad Four countries tourism and specialized literature is still very limited. The study is based on theoretical approaches to development of countries in post-totalitarian (post-communist) period in the context of globalization process. Empiric part explains a broad range of statistical data available mostly from national statistical offices and tourism promotion authorities. Most of the data have been expressed in per capita terms. Development after 1989 is divided into three periods characterized by different trends in incoming visitors, tourist and, economic effects from receipts. The dynamic boom is discussed for the last period after 2002 mostly. Nationality structure of tourists is subject of a comparison. Extreme concentration and centralization, especially to national metropolises, is a challenge for future regional development of domestic and foreign tourism. General tourist image of the Visegrad Four countries is assessed in detailed SWOT analyses. The opportunities and threats indicate perspectives on the use of advantages associated with the EU access. Effects of EU membership are discussed focusing basic conceptions and development documents at national and supranational levels. The conclusions consider the statement that it is very difficult to distinguish the effects of joining the EU from the effects of other factors that are contributing to the world tourism development. A boom of EU economy has been reflected also in the tourism sector, due to a better image of the newly accessed countries which gain experience and know-how from the EU systematic approach to funding. Financial subsidies from the EU structural funds started to be effective in development of infrastructure and service. Common promotion of Central-European countries in the framework of European Quartet seems to be a big chance and challenge.
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Introduction

Tourism represents a dynamic sector of economy which reflects accelerated interactions and interdependences in the world system. But also social and cultural relationships are spread due to tourist flows. Contemporary globalization processes emphasize external pressures as the source of social and cultural changes taking place in individual countries. Globalization processes and the post-totalitarian and
postindustrial transformations take place simultaneously and contribute significantly to changing organization of post-communist societies (Hampi, Dostál, Drbohlav 2007). Tourism creates an important segment of national economies in many countries. The Visegrad Four countries (Czechia, Slovakia, Poland and Hungary) are not an exception and can indicate development in the post-communist transformation period. Not only economic significance of tourism in this region has remarkably risen recently but tourism has also begun to play an important role in the policy of the Visegrad Four countries (V4) in the context of the EU regional policy. However, there is a lack of geographical studies which analyze tourism in the Visegrad Four countries in a whole (Beckmann 2000, Shlejko 2002, Vlčišková 2004, Stepová 2006). Therefore, the objectives of this study are aimed at a comparative development of tourism in the four Central European countries with the main focus on incoming tourists, delimitation of the most frequently visited regions with the discussion of centralization and concentration trends and their effects. There is also made an attempt to identify dominant forms which should be supported by state and EU funds in future. Conceptions of tourism development (2007–2013) should reflect more efforts towards more equal distribution of incomes at the regional level. More effective use of tourism potential in present and potential tourist regions has been a topic of debates in Central Europe. For more effective evaluation of tourism sources the identification of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats is necessary for specification of supports for more dynamic development.

Higher attention is paid to the development of tourism in the V4 countries not only due to increasing economic importance, but also to broader possibilities of sourcing from EU structural funds. The EU in cooperation with national authorities can through its regional policy contribute significantly to the development in the regions which are facing economic troubles nowadays.

The study will verify the hypothesis of dominant position of Czechia in tourism development in the last decade within the Visegrad Four countries. After the era of “discovering of the metropolises” behind the Iron Curtain attempts at deconcentration and decentralization process in the form of supporting of non-metropolitan and peripheral regions will be revealed. Total number of foreign depends not only on geographical location but also on comparative benefits of particular regions (specific offer of tourist products, favorable prices...) and on image of regions and their appropriate promotion for both foreign and domestic clients. Cognitive historical, cultural and city tourism has survived the major form for foreign travelers. Spa and health tourism bring remarkable incomes for non-metropolitan regions in Czechia, Slovakia and Hungary above all. The study should help to find an answer at the following questions:

What are the common features of Visegrad countries (Central Europe Four, European Quartet) in tourism history, potential, present strategies and perspectives? What are the specifics?

Sources and methods

Specialized literature on the V4 countries tourism is still very limited, available studies have been mostly aimed at explanation of statistical data or one aspect of tourism. Because of different statistical approaches and classifications, comparability of the data is rather troublesome. Lijewski T., Mikulowski B. A. Wyrzykowski, J. (2002) deals with mostly description of the tourist regions classified on the base of the number of collective accommodation facilities (CAF). There is a lack of deeper discussion on dominant forms. Poland, however, provides the best statistical databases, through the special Instytut Turystyki. Most statistical data are shown on the Internet pages of national statistical offices, ministries and national promotional tourism authorities. Shortages in statistics were revealed in Slovakia with lack of marketing studies and strategies. The linguistic barrier sometimes appears with national Hungarian statistics. Regional data about tourism incomes, purpose and length of stay and other characteristic have been very difficult to obtain and compare.

SWOT analysis can reveal the major features of tourist potential but is not able to explain causative relations. Factors which influence tourism development may be included with further possibility to point out key priorities for perspectives.

Development of tourism after 1989

Upto 1989 former socialist countries suffered from very limited possibilities of both outgoing and incoming tourism. Share of accommodated Western tourists in former Czechoslovakia was only around 6% (Janalík 2006) and the situation was not much better in other Visegrad countries.

The collapse of the communist block brought deep changes and affected not only political and economic but also social and cultural circumstances (Kornar 2005). The post-totalitarian transformation processes represent a radical change which must be analyzed and evaluated. Synthetic studies on the development of structures and geographical organization of post-totalitarian societies were elaborated (Dostál 1998) and can point out both old and new approaches in geography of transformation, in the framework of both “short-term” rectifying post-totalitarian transformation (Dostál, Hampi 1996) and “long-term” post-industrial transformation with dynamic development of metropolitan areas, polarization between core and periphery, qualitative revaluation of economic effects, increasing importance of human and social capital, more important role of local and regional communities (Hampi 2005). A turn in geopolitical and geoeconomic attractiveness was reflected also in tourism.

After the fall of the Iron Curtain in 1989 an enormous increase of incoming tourists in most of post-communist countries appeared. Also the relative share of Centraleuropean countries on European tourism has been increasing. The boom was predominantly determined with the attractiveness of the region with broad offer of unique natural and historic-cultural potential, favorable prices of tourist services and increase of their quality, political stability and safety. Also in tourism, the leading position is occupied by national metropolitan urban centres which have become transactional cities (Gottmann 1983) based on information oriented activities, tertiary and quaternary sector. Core and
periphery polarization is also visible in changing role of border territories (e.g., Euro-regional activities in tourist and broader regional development).

Three development periods can be recognized (Košin, Vágner 2007)

The first era of the 1990s (1990–1998) was characterized by leading position of Hungary in incoming tourism, followed by Czechoslovakia and Poland. These countries got an appropriate label of Centraleuropean Tourist Tigers (Bačvarov 1997). The boom of traveling was caused not only by political changes, relative stability and safety but also due to abolition of visa duties, vicinity of major sources of foreign tourists (Germans above all in the first period), cultural similarity, traditional rich historical and natural potential and favourable prices, of course. Shopping tourism played a very important role for one-day visitors especially. Undiscovered Eastern Centraleuropean countries went through the era cf “fashion effect” (Vágner 2002), when Western travelers were curious to learn about post-socialist countries. From the regional point of view even this first period might be characterized already with the concentration to capitals and cultural centres above all.

The second era in the break of the millennium (1999–2002) got features of decrease and stagnation keeping line with global development and effects of terrorism and recession of economy. The “fashion effect” came into end. Tourism development was disturbed also with natural hazards – floods above all (1997, 2002). Weaknesses in infrastructure and promotion were revealed more intensively. Big potential of tourism was not followed with well-thought broader conceptions. Tourism regional policy already existed in Poland but in Czechia was still very inefficient. The system suffered also from weak horizontal structure and coordination. Despite of further concentration process positives of the development in that era could be seen in the rise of congress tourism (Prague as a host of the International Monetary Fund, World Bank Congress, European City of Culture 2000 as well as Cracow etc.).

Boom in global tourism was reflected also in the V4 countries in the third era which started since 2003 with increase of tourist flows (but not as much in receipts). Incomes from tourism have helped to cover imbalance in foreign trade. The amount of jobs in tourism industry has boomed as well as investments with annual increase by 12% (more than in Italy, Greece or Turkey – www.czechtourism.org). The image of almost all EU countries was reflected with prolonged stays, especially in summer and lower seasonality with prolonging of high season since early spring till late autumn. Influx of tourists was enabled by the boom of low-cost airlines and rise of weekend binge tourism (stag parties, hen parties etc.). Possibilities of sourcing from EU (pre-) access funds bettered at least a little some basic infrastructure and communication system (highways, international railway corridors). Mass tourism has been complemented with a wide range of alternative forms reflecting demanded trends of sustainable tourism. Creation of conceptions of tourism development and campaigns of promotional authorities in both countries provoked also discussions on firmer legislative framework in tourism.

The evaluation of foreign incoming tourism since 1989 was based on 3 statistical indices – number of foreign visitors, number of foreign guests (tourists) in the collective accommodation facilities and receipts – all data related to the total population of country for possible comparison.

Since 1989 there was an enormous increase of foreign visitors in all V4 countries with the exception of Hungary as long as the mid-1990s (fig. 1). The biggest dynamics was indicated for Poland and Slovakia, also thanks to relatively lower number of foreign visitors before 1989. After the stagnation in the mid-1990s the lowest drop could be seen for Czechia, mostly due to more favorable economic development and more developed tourist infrastructure. Deeper fall indicated Poland and Slovakia with more economic troubles and increase of unemployment. A new increase started as long as after 2004 in connexion with favorable economic boom in all V4 countries, more international safety, the EU access and also boom of low-cost airlines. In 2005 about 233 mil. foreign visitors entered the V4 countries (40% to Czechia). Relative indicators (fig. 1) show the highest inflow of foreign visitors to Czechia followed with Slovakia, also due to transit and one-day shopping journeys. Both countries gain from their advantageous location. The vicinity of big sources played an important role for Czechia, with frequent one-day trips from Germany and Poland. Lower indicators for Poland reflect rather lower attractiveness and periphery. Arrivals of Eastern neighbours (Belorussia, Russia, Ukraine) depend on obtaining visa, poorer economy does not enable frequent foreign holiday for most population. A short but quite a deep drop was shown for Poland between 2001–3 thanks to recessionary economic development, high rate of the Polish currency and higher effect of unstable international security (Bartoszewicz, Skalska 2005).

Within the 1995–2004 decade number of foreign clients in collective accommodation facilities rose by 4 million in the V4 countries. Also the outgoing tourism to Western European countries increased rapidly.
The number of incoming tourists in collective accommodation facilities approached 15 mil. in 2004 in four countries under survey (3.5% share of European market). The highest dynamism of number of incoming tourists per capita 1990–2004 was for Czechia and Hungary (Rátz, Peczók 1998) and lowest for Poland due to shortage of facilities for more wealthy clients, transport infrastructure and tourist services. Also Slovakia rather suffers from neglected infrastructure and insufficient international promotion (Michael, Köpanic 2006). In all V4 countries a significant part of tourists has not been accommodated in collective facilities but in houses of their friends (one third estimated for Slovakia and Poland).

![Fig. 2 Foreign tourism receipts per capita 1990–2004](image)

Sources: Janálik 2006, following World Tourism Organization, Kompendium statistik CR v ČR 1998–99, CzechTourism, Intersport Touryści, Központi statisztikai hivatal (Hungarian central statistical office), Statiscky úrad Slovenskej republiky

The most evident results for economic importance of incoming tourism are shown in fig. 2. The highest dynamism of receipts per capita was in the first half of the 1990s followed with stagnation or decrease after 2000 with another recent boom and top position of Czechia and Hungary again. Incoming tourism in Hungary (Tourism in Hungary 2004) seems to be the most efficient because of half the number of the amount of tourists compared to Czechia but with similar level of receipts. The financial effect is high mostly from spa and health resort stays (2 mil. tourists in Hungary – Janálik 2006). Tourism industry created in the V4 countries about 2.5% of GDP and 3% of jobs (WTTO 2004). The indirect influence estimated on the bases of the satellite accounts show much higher figures (12-13% for both indices).

Number of real tourists (guests) who spent at least one night in a collective accommodation facility (30 mil. in all V4 countries 2005) is much more important for tourism economy than total number of all foreign visitors crossing the border. The recent dynamics of guest arrivals (2005 vs. 2002) is the most favourable for Czechia (4 18%). In Poland and Hungary it is still lower than for visitors arrivals and stagnation was revealed for Slovakia (tab. 1). Number of visitors highly prevails over guests (Slovakia 9-times, Czechia 8-times, Hungary 5-times, Poland 4-times). Domestic tourism must be mentioned because of slightly higher number of native tourist in all countries (with the exception of Poland – 3-times more domestic tourists) who spent also comparable amount of money for their holidays.

Average length of stay thus unfortunately decreased by 0.2–0.5 days since 2002 and fluctuates around 3 days with higher exception 4.3 days in Czechia 2005. In spite of different size of the V4 countries, the bed capacity is similar for Hungary, Czechia and Poland and amounts half a million beds approximately for each country (170 000 in Slovakia) (European Quartet 2006).

Structure of foreign tourists is indicated in tab. 2. Far dominant role of Germans can be seen for all countries, with decreasing share since the beginning of the 1990s. British, Italian and American occupied top 10 nationalities in all countries, Russians perform longer stays and expenditures as well as tourists from faraway destinations (spa and health stays). New dynamic sources were revealed in recent couple of years (Chinese especially).

Concentration of tourists seems to be another important issue (tab. 3). Centralization to national capitals is clear for Prague and Budapest, balanced major regions appeared for Poland (Warsaw, the Baltic Coast, Cracow) and two dominant regions in Slovakia.

| Tab. 1 Dynamics of visitors and guest arrivals 2002–2005 |
|----------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Total                              | +11%             | +15%             |
| Czechia                            | +3%              | +18%             |
| Hungary                            | +23%             | +13%             |
| Poland                             | +28%             | +17%             |
| Slovakia                           | +12%             | 0%               |

Sources: author, following data from the European Quartet 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 2 Structure of foreign tourists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources: author, following data from the European Quartet 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tab. 3 Concentration of tourists in dominant regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>% Prague</th>
<th>% Budapest</th>
<th>% Warszawa</th>
<th>% The Tatra</th>
<th>% Bratislava</th>
<th>% Krakow</th>
<th>% Cracow</th>
<th>% Lower Vah</th>
<th>% Dunaj</th>
<th>% Reg.</th>
<th>% Central Vah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Tatra followed by Bratislava. Prague and its agglomeration plays a role of a gateway-city for establishing transnational linkages with other world and attracts international contacts. The internationalization is crucial as the foundation for significant expansion. Dynamics of Prague enables also the diffusion of development impulses within the national city system (Dostál, Hampl 1994). The development of urban system has had also similar features in other post-communist countries in Central Europe (Dostál 2000, Musil 1993). Decentralization and decentralization projects held since the end of 1990s have not seemed to have higher effect (Vágner 2002). More detailed view at regional distribution of foreign tourists can be seen in fig. 3 with dominant metropolitan regions and Bohemian border regions.

### Tab. 4: SWOT tourism analysis

**Strengths:**
- Geographical location (sources of tourist flows, transit)
- Economic growth, favourable prices
- Historical, cultural, technical monuments and folk festivals and architecture, tradition of citytourism, spas, UNESCO monuments, Jewish monuments, music tradition, memory of communism
- Prague, Warsaw, Cracow, Budapest of supraregional importance – chance for congress tourism
- Undiscovered regions and natural protected areas, tradition of hiking trails

**Weaknesses:**
- Insufficient infrastructure and quality of accommodation and catering facilities
- Low offer and quality of services, amusement and sport facilities
- Dilapidating of historical monuments
- Poor information and reservation systems
- Low activity and motivation of entrepreneurs, promotion activities regarding alternative forms
- Poor legislation framework, coordination of development on supraregional, national, regional, local levels, shortage of national and foreign investments towards the regions
- Bad command of languages, insufficient promotion and marketing, "old way" of thinking, shortage of regional and thematic products, bad image of "communist" countries

**Opportunities:**
- Bigger demand of foreign tourists after the EU Accession (safety destination)
- Decentralization, deconcentration, segmentation – regional, social, age specialization
- Boom in low-cost airlines
- Alternative and modern forms (convention, rural, eco-, active tourism)
- Joint products within newly accessed countries, the European Quartet, cross-border cooperation, foreign tour operators, investments in bottling
- Subsidizing from EU Structural Funds
- Regional marketing and tourist information system, new info technologies
Treats:
- Loss of competitiveness due to insufficient infrastructure and service sector
- Underestimation of human capital, education
- Underestimation of maintenance of cultural and technical monuments
- Poor legislative framework and control of quality
- Lack of capital, low support for businesses
- Inadequate coordination
- Stronger competition among tourist destinations without joint coordination and promotion activities

Effects of EU membership

Despite of a short time interval after the EU Access in May 2004 some common features in tourism development of the V4 countries could be recognized. The most developed forms from recent periods have survived and even expanded – especially cultural and historical tourism, city breaks, mountain tourism, spa and health stays, traditional holiday at the lakes, visiting pilgrimage sites, eco- and agri-tourism. Boom of low-cost airlines attracted binge tourism (stag and hen parties) to metropoles mostly. Latest data show a slight outflow of this segment casterly (Baltic states). Relative stability of incoming structure is another common feature with boom of faraway sources (Israel, Japan, China, Korea…), relative decrease of Germans and increase of the EU guests (emigrants tourism represents an important part of foreign tourism in Poland especially). Immense concentration of tourists has unfortunately even deepened (Czechia) with still low effect: of deconcentration programmes, promotion and marketing (Vivre členství České republiky v Evropské unii na cestovní ruch 2003).

It is almost impossible to distinguish the effects of joining the EU from the effects of other factors that are contributing to the world tourism development. Boom of EU economy has been reflected also in tourism sector, also due to better image of newly accessed countries which could take experience and know-how from the EU systematic approach of funding. Financial subsidies from the structural funds started to be effective in infrastructure and service in the form of Regional Operation Programmes (Czechia 72 bil. Euro by 2007), Conceptions of State Tourism Policy (comparison of Czechia and Poland – Kubín, Vagner 2007), separate satellite accounts. EU environmental legislation began to be implemented. The best effects should be seen in 3–4 years after the EU access in not only more tourists but also longer stays and higher incomes. The EU membership enables free movement of persons and capital, one insurance, increase of foreign students, educational and study journeys, tourists from EU. Increase of convention, congress, business and incentive tourism should follow. Focus is given on alternative, active, rural, eco-tourism, biking, hiking. The latest data from the V4 countries show also increase of one day visitors (border regions, capitals, pseudoforms – shopping, sexual tourism speculations), neighbours, still lower prices before joining the EMU. The newly accessed countries proceeded to the document “Working together for the Future of the European Tourism” (2002) with five key areas: Information, Education, Quality, Sustainable development, New technologies.

The access to the EU meant for the V4 countries an increase in financing of tourism which enabled the development of the infrastructure and improvement of the quality of services. The accession also brought the know-how from the EU in terms of systematic approach to the problems of tourism. Future realization of the strategies will be closely monitored and the strategies will be modified based on actual conditions.

Convention tourism seems to be the most dynamic form with possible double receipts from capita compared to an average form (8% guests in Czechia). PAKT (2006) shows convention tourism brought for Czechia 10–12 bil. Kč a year (28th position in the world with 1% of world incomes – UIA 2006). The highest concentration of all V4 countries was definitely to Prague – 17th world position, 13th highest tourism destination with the potential to enter the Top 10 in a couple of years (Rőčenka Cestovního ruchu, ubytování a pobytství 2006).

Strategic Objectives in Conceptions of State Tourism Policy are quite common for all V4 countries: Strengthening of tourism position in national economy (GDP growth, support of small- and middle-scale entrepreneurs), growth of competitiveness within Europe, growth of duration and number of stays with maintenance of the environmental quality (Polish Tourism Marketing 2005). Due to differences of the current state of tourism development in both countries, the Poles are more cautious when forming the goals following their accession to the EU.

The Czechs formulate their goals quite straightforward: “The Czech Republic – number one destination in the heart of Europe”. According to the government strategy of tourism development in the Czech Republic in 2007–2013, “the global goal of the tourism strategy is the increase of effectiveness of tourism via utilization and further development of the current potential and based on that the improvement of current competitiveness of the whole industry on the national and regional level while respecting the protection of nature, landscape and other parts of the environment” (Conception of State Tourism Policy 2007–2013).

The Poles state their goal as an improvement of conditions for tourism development. They want to develop a “legal, institutional, financial and personnel conditions for tourism development that would help in the economic development of the Polish society and would increase the competitiveness of regions and the country while respecting the protection of the environment and historical monuments.” (Government Program of Tourism Development Support 2007.)

Conclusion: perspectives of tourism in the Visegrad Four countries

Possible future development of tourism in the Visegrad Four countries originates from opportunities and threats pointed out in tab. 4. Even a couple of years after the EU access bigger interest of foreign tourists has been evident with estimated highest boom 3–4 years after the access (2007–2008) which was proved also in case of the EU access of Spain and Portugal (1986) and Austria, Sweden and Finland (1995).
forms of sustainable tourism should become a comparable alternative to mass tourism. Attention should be paid to complementary services, thematic trails, folklore, regional gastronomy, further development of spa, convention tourism, religious tourism. A big challenge for the V4 countries is a joint promotion of products with the assistance of financing from the EU structural funds which should enable also more efficient regional marketing, unification of tourist information systems and developing of new information technologies. Special focus should be given on infrastructure and transport development (highways, speed railways, regional airports). Leading role of national metropolitan areas as core areas of transformation and “bridges” to globalized world structure will be enriched by increasing importance of local and regional communities in future development, with a significant role of cross-border activities.

Above mentioned statements announce that the V4 countries should yield just nowadays with their EU access. It is not easy, however, to distinguish effects associated directly with EU access from the other factors of global tourism development.

Unless the chances are made use of there is a threat of loss of competitiveness due to bad infrastructure and service sector. Another warning might be underestimation of human capital and professional education in tourism. Legislative framework has not been stabilized yet and there is a lack of monitoring the quality of services. Bad coordination of tourism development in the V4 countries may bring stronger competition among particular countries what would cause much lower positive effect on economies compared to joint coordination and promotion of tourism potential and products.
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Historický perspektivy cestovního ruchu v zemích Visegradské čtyřky v období vstupu do Evropské unie

Příspěvek představuje současní vědci, kteří si dávají za cíl odbití společné rysy Česka, Maďarska, Polska a Slovenska ve vyživování potenciálu a ve vývoji cestovního ruchu. Jedná se o jednu z nemožných speciálních studií, zaměřených na cestovní ruch v zemích Visegradské čtyřky. Článek vychází z teoretických přístupů k rozvoji post-totalitních (post-kommunistických) zemí v kontextu globalizací procesů. Empirická část se pokousí vysvětlit vývoj na pozadí široké školy statistických dat, získaných především z materiálů statistických úřadů a národních propagativních organizací cestovního ruchu. Vývoj po roce 1989 je rozdělen na tři období, charakterizované různými trendy v příjmech turistů a návštěvníků i ekonomickými efekty v souladu přijatých z cestovního ruchu. Důraz je kladen na dynamický rozvoj v posledním období po roce 2002. Hlavní společné trendy – extrémní koncentrace a centralizace cestovního ruchu převážně do hlavních měst ovlivňují i perspektivy regionálního rozvoje. Společné rysy jsou obsahem i detaily SWOT analýzy, příležitostí a hrozby jsou zaměřeny na šance, spjaté v vstupu do Evropské unie. Efekty členství v EU jsou diskutovány s využitím základních koncepcí a rozvojových dokumentů na národní i národní úrovni. V závěrech je zdůrazněno, že je velmi těžké rozlišit efekty spjaté s přístupem k EU od působení dalších faktorů, které ovlivňují vývoj celosvětového cestovního ruchu. Přínosy hospodářské vývoj v EU se odrážejí i v sektoru cestovního ruchu, i díky příležitostem získávat znalosti ze systematického přístupu financování. Ukazuje se efekty financování turistické infrastruktury i služeb. Společná propagace středoeurópských zemí pod hlavou European Quartet se zdá být vhodnou cestou, podporující cestovní ruch v regionu.
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